[A new cardiac pacemaker stimulation technology (autocapture) allows, with unchanged life expectancy, reduction of generator size by half].
Energy delivery (stimulation amplitude) of a pacemaker should be adjusted to the depolarisation threshold of the heart, which is a nonconstant magnitude. As programming of the stimulation amplitude is time-consuming, many pacemakers are never adjusted to the measured threshold referring to energy delivery. The unnecessary energy loss subsequently reduces the longevity of the implanted devices and remains the weak point of modern pacemakers. Autocapture function (automatic stimulation threshold search, subsequently automatic amplitude regulation 0.3 V above measured threshold, evoked response detection to verify the efficacy of every stimulus and back up pulse in case of loss of capture) is for the first time realized in an extremely small, rate adaptive, multiprogrammable single chamber pacemaker (Microny SR+ 2425T). The pulse generator was tested in a multicentric, european clinical investigation study. These pacemakers were implanted in 8 patients (5 male, 3 female) between December 1994 and April 1995. Automatic measurement of Autocapture threshold revealed 0.7 +/- 0.15 V at implantation, 1.5 +/- 0.3 V after 1 month, 1.3 +/- 0.14 V after 6 months and 1.3 +/- 0.14 V 1 year after implantation. A safety margin of 0.3 V is added to the threshold value to secure capture, therefore mean stimulation amplitude is 1.6 V after 12 months implantation time. The Autocapture feature minimizes current drain and that means that this extremely small generator provides a comparable life as the twice as large common generators used at present time.